
No. 184SENATE
To accompany the petition of Samuel B. Horovitz and Joseph J.

Mulhern that the benefits of medical and hospital services under the
Workmen’s Compensation Act for the lifetime of an injured employee
in unusual cases be extended. Labor and Industries.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty

An Act to extend the Benefits of Medical and Hos-
pital Services under the Workmen’s Compensa-
tion Act for the Lifetime of an Injured Employee
in Unusual Cases.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section thirty of General Laws, chapter one
2 hundred and fifty-two is hereby amended by
3 adding after the words “for a longer period”
4 the words: and said period may exceed the
5 maximum period for weekly incapacity compen-
-6 sation payments and may continue throughout
7 the life of the injured employee, —so as to read
Bas follows: Section 30. During the first two
9 weeks after the injury, and, if the employee is

10 not immediately incapacitated thereby from
11 earning full wages, then, from the time of such
12 incapacity, and in unusual cases, or cases re-
-13 quiring specialized or surgical treatment, in the
14 discretion of the department, for a longer period,
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and said period may exceed the maximum period
for weekly incapacity compensation payments
and may continue throughout the life of the in-
jured employee, the insurer shall furnish adequate
and reasonable medical and hospital services,
and medicines if needed together with the ex-
penses necessarily incidental to such services.
The employee may select a physician other than
the one provided by the insurer, and in case he
shall be treated by a physician of his own selec-
tion, or where, in case of emergency or for other
justifiable cause, a physician other than the one
provided by the insurer is called in to treat the
injured employee, the reasonable costs of his
services shall be paid by the insurer, subject to
the approval of the department. Such approval
shall be granted only if the department finds
that the employee was so treated by such phy-
sician or that there was such emergency or
justifiable cause, and in all cases that the services
were adequate and reasonable and the charges
reasonable. In any case where the department
is of opinion that the fitting of the employee with
an artificial eye or limb, or other mechanical
appliance, will promote his restoration to industry,
it may order that he be provided with such an
artificial eye, limb or appliance, at the expense
of the insurer.
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